Explore the Next Generation of Recruiter
The next generation of Recruiter will empower you to go from searching to hiring in less time. This improved experience enables you to search
faster with a simpler and more intuitive interface, uncover hidden talent with smart suggestions leveraging LinkedIn’s unique data to let you
expand and refine your search in new ways, and prioritize warm leads with spotlights to help you easily filter results for candidates who are more
likely to engage, based on relationships and interactions with your company on LinkedIn.

Search faster

Find more people like…

Search by a job
title, ideal
candidate, or with
Boolean modifiers.
Select from
suggested job titles
to structure your
search
‘Find more people
like’ your ideal
candidate

Suggested skills guide your search
Enter as many skills as you need to tailor your search or choose from the top
skills that are trending for the job title.

Search fields are
automatically
populated based on
your ideal
candidates’ key
attributes.

See what criteria went
into the search, and edit
directly as you see fit.
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Uncover hidden talent and prioritize warm leads
Identifying all of the requirements for a role and translating that into a search can be difficult. The next generation of Recruiter suggests additional
job titles, skills, companies, and more based on the information you have already provided. Spotlights help you prioritize results for professionals
that are more likely to engage with your role and company, based on LinkedIn’s unique relationship insights.

Save a search,
custom filter, and
view search insights.
Dynamically edit
your search from
within the search
results page.

Smart suggestions
offer additional
search criteria you
may not have
considered to help
you expand or
refine your search.

Spotlights allow you to easily filter results for
candidates who are likely to respond
favourably to outreach from your company.

Spotlights vary
based on different
types of relationships
and interactions on
LinkedIn. Click to
access all spotlights.
Place your cursor
over a profile to take
action.

Access all the
advanced search
filters.
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